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What is Contextual Research?

Contextual Research is a process where, through generative research, ethnographers collect 
human-oriented experiences and uses them for foundations for future-based designs. This 
is primarily structured in 5 different stages:

1. Relevance
2. Methods and Techniques
3. Analysis
4. Framework
5. Storytelling 



What is Contextual Research?

Our contextual research, The Ideal Experience of Getting a Date, focuses on two specific 
experience insights, as provided by Lextant, our partnering firm.

1. Emotions
a. How does the user feel?

2. Behaviors
a. How does the user perceive, process, or react to the experience?



Stakeholder Map



What is a Stakeholder Map?

Stakeholder maps visually organize the relevancy of different sectors and 
users in contextual research. Most stakeholder maps consist of:

● An inner circle, comprising of primary users.

● Secondary circles, direct relationships to the users.

● Outer circles, making up most sectors, businesses, commercial, or 
financial ties to the inner sets of users.



Stakeholder Map
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Discussion Guidelines

Opening 
1. What is your level of experience in the dating world? 

How long have you been actively dating?
2. What are your priorities when looking for a date?
3. What is your opinion on blind dates? online dating?
4. Describe the factors that influence agreeing to a date.
5. What do you feel qualifies a person as attractive?

How do you find a date
6. Explain your ideal method and preferred location of finding a date.
7. What has been the most successful platform for reaching out to 

potential dates in your own experience?

Being Asked on a Date
8. How do you feel being the one asking for a date?
9. Tell me about the most enjoyable way you’ve been asked out.

10. Tell me about the most memorable time you’ve been hit on, positive or negative.

Preparations for a Date
   11. How do you prepare yourself for a date?
   12. What, if any, expectations do you have before a date?
   13. How does the way you got to know about the other person 

(via online dating, friends, etc) affect expectations of your first date?
   14. What, if any, are some actions you’ve regretted doing before a date?

Future-based Questions
   15. What does the ideal experience of getting a date look like for you?



Discussion Guidelines Cont.

Preparations for a Date
   11. How do you prepare yourself for a date?
   12. What, if any, expectations do you have before a date?
   13. How does the way you got to know about the other person 

(via online dating, friends, etc) affect expectations of your first date?
   14. What, if any, are some actions you’ve regretted doing before a date?

Future-based Questions
   15. What does the ideal experience of getting a date look like for you?
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Recruitment for Interviews Process

A form was sent out across social platforms like Instagram and Facebook. We also 
reached out to people over messaging.

● Recruitment was for all age ranges: 
○ 18-25
○ 25-35
○ 35-45
○ 45+



After collecting a group of 
participants , a Google Form 
was sent out to collect 
information, such as their 
name, age and contact.

Interview Information Request
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Interview Scheduling

After gathering the participants information, 
we constructed an excel sheet to arrange the 
following:

● Interviewee’s available times
● Assigned interviewer
● Assigned notetaker
● Location of interview 



Example of Interview Scheduling



Interviewee Demographics

18 - 21 years old: 11 people

22 - 25 years old: 3 people

26 - 30 years old: 2 people

Interviews completed as of October 11, 2019



Record of Responses

We created an excel sheet for 
the notetaker to record the 
responses while observing any  
notable change in the 
interviewee’s body language 
and emotions.

These observations were used 
to ask better questions and 
gain more insights.



Consent Form

To protect the participants’ rights and 
privacy, we required all participants to 
complete a consent form.

In addition to the consent form, we asked 
for verbal consent when being 
interviewed on video.



Questionnaire



Questionnaire

Noticing a reluctance in the 30+ age 
range to commit to interview 
times, questionnaires were sent 
out in accommodation to ensure 
their participation.

14 questionnaires were sent to people 
between the ages of 30-60. 

● 8 have responded as of October 8th.

Responses were recorded in an Excel sheet.



Questionnaire Responses



Cultural Probe



What is a Cultural Probe?

Cultural Probe is a method to collect qualitative data and 
insights to inspire future-based designs.

They focus on key information that needs to be collected 
and help maximize the number 
of data collected.



What makes a good Cultural Probe?

● Magnet Factor
○ How may we draw people to come up to the setup?

● Research Goal and Context Given
○ Allows participants to quickly understand what it is about and 

make the decision to participate or not.
○ Participants know what the research is about, who collecting this data.

● Easy eye management
● Clear Instructions

○ Participants should not feel foolish and would give the right data.
● Rewards and thank yous
● Props / Items needed
● Quality and execution of design
● Safe design
● Maintenance of props



   Cultural Probe
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Planning Cultural Probe Discussion Guidelines

Before deciding the cultural probe’s discussion guidelines, we analyzed and learned from our 

16 interviews that:

1. Phrasing of questions can yield more open answers.

2. Industry terms and phrases, like “ideal experiences,” made people 

feel tense, confused, and more closed off.

3. When interviews were more conversational, people shared more.

With these experiences in mind, we altered our questions for more insightful answers for our 

cultural probe. We decided on the topics from our interview discussion guideline that 

delighted people and prompted them to talk about their experience the most effectively.



1. Name some red flags when getting a date.

2. What makes someone attractive to you?

3. In a perfect world, what would getting a date look like to you?

Final Cultural Probe Discussion Guidelines



     Cultural Probe
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Our plan

1. 3 questions on 3 separate boards.

2. Data will be collected on post-it notes and paper.

a. Data will be contained separately using zip-lock bags after.

3. Rewards for participants: 

a. Flowers with pick-up lines

b. Chocolates

c. Temporary heart tattoos

4. Magnet Factor: Visual and Auditory Stimulation

a. Bright colors, lights, and love songs playing in the background.



Sketch of booth setup



Booth Setup 

Where: Starland District, crossroads of Bull Street and E 35th Street.

When: October 4th 2019, 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Who: Participants of First Friday in Starland



Cultural Probe Process Video
https://youtu.be/_aNOMkBUaXg

https://youtu.be/_aNOMkBUaXg


General Trends Observed



General Trends Observed (Cultural Probe)

Question: Name some red flags when getting a date.

Number of responses: 92

High frequency responses included:

1) Behaviors

a) Having no respect and consideration for others

b) Texting/SMS Frequency

2) Conversation Skills

a) Talking about themselves only or past relationships.

3) Being obsessive and controlling



General Trends Observed (Cultural Probe)

Question: What makes someone attractive to you?

Number of responses: 82

High frequency responses  included:

1) Humor

2) Personality

a) Ambitious, Passionate, Confidence

b) How they treat and view themselves.

3) Physical Traits 



General Trends Observed (Cultural Probe)

Question: In a perfect world, what would getting a date look like to you?

Number of responses: 78

High frequency responses included:

1) Naturally, in person

2) Start as friends, then into a relationship

3) Love at first sight 



General Trends Observed (Interview)

High frequency responses included:

1) People disliked the process of judging people based only on photos and 

wanted to remove the photo aspect entirely.

2) People wanted to meet a partner in person, naturally.

3) If they met someone online first, they generally have lower expectations.



General Trends Observed (Questionnaire)

High frequency responses included:

1) People think online dating is not beneficial.

2) Compatibility has a high importance over most priorities.

3) Being asked out for a date, face-to-face, has been the most enjoyable way to 

be asked out.

4) Obtaining a date online lowers the user’s expectations greatly.



Reflections



Reflections

Contextual Research plays a crucial role in developing designs for the future. Throughout this 

process, we have been overwhelmingly pleased with how much data we have collected in 

such short amount of time. In conducting the cultural probe,  we exceeded our team 

expectations and collected over 70 data points per question. 

Additionally, we gained perspective on the importance of collecting data from the streets. 

Overall, our team feels strong moving forward. With a full set of thick data, and the sensory 

cue kit approaching, we are confident in the weeks to come.



Process Video



Stakeholder Map

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BOLp1bExRYqKVRc_inF0s9gvnbrSbS7l/preview


Stakeholder Map



Stakeholder Map
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Thank you and have a lovely day.
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